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Co-ordinatizing Jordan Algebras of degree three by means of cubic étale subalgebras

An old device originally due to Albert [1] will be resuscitated here under the name of cyclic trisotopies in
order to co-ordinatize absolutely simple Jordan algebras of degree 3 by means of cyclic cubic subalgebras.
The results obtained are intimately tied up with Springer’s theory of cyclic compositions ([2], [5]) and may be
regarded as a natural extension of the Jacobson co-ordinatization theorem [3]. They will also provide us with
an invariant, called the multiplier, of the way a cyclic cubic algebra sits inside an absolutely simple Jordan
algebra of degree 3. Combining the study of unitary involutions on cyclic compositions and trisotopies with
the method of descent it will follow that the co-ordinatization results as well as the multiplier survive, more
generally, for arbitrary étale cubic subalgebras rather than just cyclic ones. Finally, some speculative evidence
will be presented suggesting that the multiplier might play a pivotal role in describing the obstructions to
the validity of the Skolem-Noether theorem for cubic tale subalgebras of Albert algebras. Some of the main
results discussed in this talk may be found in [4].
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